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Abstract
Swarm robotics is a new approach to the coordination of large numbers of relatively simple robots.
The approach takes its inspiration from the system-level functioning of social insects which demonstrate
three desired characteristics for multi-robot systems: robustness, ﬂexibility and scalability.
In this paper we have presented a preliminary taxonomy for swarm robotics and classiﬁed existing
studies into this taxonomy after investigating the existing surveys related to swarm robotics literature. Our
parent taxonomic units are modeling, behavior design, communication, analytical studies and problems.
We are classifying existing studies into these main axes. Since existing reviews do not have enough
number of studies reviewed or do have less numbers of or less appropriate categories, we believe that this
review will be helpful for swarm robotics researchers.

1.

Introduction

Swarm robotics [15] is a new approach to the coordination of large numbers of relatively simple robots. The
approach takes its inspiration from the system-level functioning of social insects which demonstrate three
desired characteristics for multi-robot systems: robustness, ﬂexibility and scalability.
Robustness can be deﬁned as the degree to which a system can still function in the presence of partial
failures or other abnormal conditions. Social insects are highly robust. Their self-organized systems can still
work even after losing lots of system components or changing the environment parameters considerably.
Flexibility can be deﬁned as the capability to adapt to new, diﬀerent, or changing requirements of
the environment. Flexibility and robustness have partly conﬂicting deﬁnitions. The diﬀerence between two
occurs in problem level. When the problem changes, the system has to be ﬂexible (not robust) enough to
switch to a suitable behavior to solve the new problem. The biological systems have this level of ﬂexibility
and can easily switch their behaviors when problems change. For instance, ants are so ﬂexible that they can
solve foraging, prey retrieval and chain formation problems with the same base self-organized mechanism.
Scalability can be deﬁned as the ability to expand a self-organized mechanism to support larger or
smaller numbers of individuals without impacting performance considerably. Although there is a range in
which the swarm performs in acceptable performance levels, this range is preﬀered to be as large as possible.
Our aim in this paper is to present a taxonomy for swarm robotics and classify existing studies into
this taxonomy. In order to do this, we decided to split existing studies into diﬀerent axes (parent taxonomic
units) which represent the most important research directions in our view. Following section describes what
these axes are and why we chose them. After discussing each axis in detail in separate sections, we will
discuss about swarm robotics related ﬁelds and ﬁnish the paper with a conclusion section.
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2.

Research Axes

In order to decide on research axes, we investigated previous literature surveys related to swarm robotics.
Dudek et al., [16] classiﬁed the swarm robotics literature in terms of swarm size, communication range,
communication topology, communication bandwidth, swarm reconﬁgurability and swarm unit processing
ability. They prepared a taxonomy instead of a survey on swarm robotics and ﬁt some limited number of
sample publications inside this taxonomy.
We believe that swarm size criteria is not much applicable to characterization of swarm robot systems
since scalability is one of the desired characteristics of swarm robotics and swarm systems should work with
large numbers of system components. We also did not choose communication topology and communication
bandwidth as subcategories since the communication should be kept limited as much as possible and
preferably communication should be done using broadcasting instead of using robot names or addresses or
complex hierarchies based on robot addresses. Although future studies will investigate the communication
aspect of swarm systems more; having limited diversity in current studies, require us to have a communication
axis which does not include bandwidth and topology of communication as a category in this survey.
Cao et al., [10] presented the survey of cooperative robotics in a hierarchical way. They split the
publications into ﬁve main axes: group architecture, resource conﬂicts, origins of cooperation, learning and
geometric problems. Group architecture is further divided into centralization/decentralization, diﬀerentiation (denotes the homogeneous or heterogeneous robot groups), communication structure and modeling of
other agents dimensions. Modeling of other agents dimension contains studies which models the intentions,
beliefs, actions, capabilities, and states of other agents to obtain more eﬀective cooperation between robots.
Iocchi et al., [35] presented a taxonomy of multi-robot systems and address some multi-robot system
studies in their taxonomy. They presented their taxonomy hierarchically using levels. First level is cooperation level which is divided into aware and unaware categories as the lower knowledge level. Aware category is
divided into three more categories namely strongly-coordinated, weakly-coordinated and not-coordinated as
the coordination level. Strongly-coordinated category is divided into strongly-centralized, weakly-centralized
and distributed categories as the organization level. They also wrote a separate section for describing the
application domains of multi-robot systems.
Gazi and Fidan [23] presented a review of multi-agent systems from the system dynamics and control
perspective. The authors focused on agent dynamics models and described them in a relatively easy to follow
way. Then they presented a section for some swarm coordination and control problems and a section for
approaches to modeling, coordination and control of swarms. These two sections are similar to our behavior
design and problems axes described below.
Our classiﬁcation of swarm robotics literature has a hierarchical structure as in the work of Iocchi
et al., [35]. Three main factors considered when designing this classiﬁcation are: the current state of the
literature (e.g. we cannot create a category which does not have any studies before), importance of the axis
for swarm robotics (if the category still has remaining open problems or has important impacts on the ﬁeld,
it is preferred to deﬁne it) and pedagogical value.
Figure 1 shows our taxonomy of swarm robotics literature. In the main level; modeling, behavior
design, communication, analytical studies and problems axes are deﬁned.
Modeling dimension is divided into sensor-based, microscopic, macroscopic and cellular automata
modeling subcategories.
Behavior design axis is divided into nonadaptive, learning and evolution axes. A reinforcement learning
subsection, which is divided further into local and global reinforcement subsections, is added to learning axis.
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While communication axis is divided into “Interaction via sensing”, “Interaction via environment” and
“Interaction via communication” categories, pattern formation, aggregation, chain formation, self-assembly,
coordinated movement, hole avoidance, foraging and self-deployment problems are discussed in problems
axis.

3.

Modeling Axis

Modeling is a method used in many research ﬁelds to better understand the internals of the system that is
investigated. But as we will discuss in the following paragraphs, modeling has some more advantages for
swarm-robotics compared to other ﬁelds.
The existence of possible risks for the robots and the limited power of the robots require a human
observer to follow the experiments and do some house keeping works periodically. The time spent on these
experiments and possible risk of losing the robots even if a human observer exists become a bottleneck when
several experiments are needed to validate the results of the studies. To eliminate these problems, it is safer
and easier to model the experiments and simulate them on computers.
Another importance of modeling for swarm robotic studies appears when the scalability of the experiments are tried to be tested. Most of the time, scalability requires to test the control algorithms on more
than hundreds of robots. But the cost of an individual robot prohibits testing of the experiments on more
than a few tens of robots within the current state of the robot technology. Since scalability is an important
aim of swarm-robot systems, it seems that the models will be needed until much more cheaper robots are
manufactured.
Despite having such advantages of modeling, there is one more point need to be considered by swarm
robotic researchers. Although models may be valuable for understanding the internals of the system being
worked on, there will always be a diﬀerence between the simulation results and real world results. Although
this diﬀerence is tried to be minimized by simulator developers, complex dynamics of interactions between the
robots and unpredictable noise in the sensors and the actuators of the robots makes simulations impossible
to be fully realistic.
We speciﬁed four types of modeling in this axis: sensor-based, microscopic, macroscopic and cellular
automata modeling. Although adding cellular automata modeling as another type of modeling method is
open to discussion and we might consider it as a special type of microscopic modeling method, we chose to
add it as another type of modeling method because of the following reasons.
First, it is used as a modeling tool for several self-organized systems in biology [9] which shows that
it is an established modeling method for biologists as well as computer scientists. Second, cellular automata
is a simple and mature ﬁeld which has lots of analytical tools [34] and is strongly connected to dynamical
systems theory [34]. These properties of cellular automata make it a powerful modeling tool for swarm
robotic studies.

3.1.

Sensor-Based Modeling

Sensor-based modeling is a modeling method which uses the models of sensors and the actuators of the
robots and objects in the environment as the main components of the modeled system. After modeling these
main components, the interactions of the robots with the environment and the interactions between the
robots are modeled. This modeling method is the mostly used and the oldest method for modeling robotic
experiments.
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of Swarm Robotics Literature. The taxonomy is divided into ﬁve main axes namely modeling,
behavior design, communication, analytical studies and problems.
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The key in this modeling is to make interactions discussed above as realistic and simple as possible.
These interactions should be modeled as simple as possible since the complexity of these interactions becomes
very important when the scalability of the experiments are tried to be tested. They also need to be realistic
to be useful for swarm robotic systems. These two aims are contradictory and presents a realism-simplicity
dilemma in sensor-based modeling.
There are two main approaches for sensor-based modeling: non-physical simulations and physical
simulations. In the former case, the dynamics of the robots and the objects in the environment are ignored
and they are considered as objects without physical properties except adding some logic to eliminate collisions
between them. Some of the studies using this approach are [27], [64], [30], [31], [6] and [63].
The latter approach models the interactions of the robots and the environment based on physical rules
by assigning physical properties to the objects like the mass and the motor force to be able to move the
robots. To obtain realistic results, oﬀ the shelf physics engines are integrated to simulation. This approach
adds much more complexity to the model for the sake of obtaining more realistic results.
The examples of this approach can be found in [4] and [58]. The authors physically modeled the
environment using an open-source physics engine and run the experiments in parallel over multiple computers
connected via a network to overcome the increased complexity of the simulations. Some other examples using
this approach are [66] and [65].

3.2.

Microscopic Modeling

Microscopic models models robotic experiments by modeling each robot and their interactions mathematically. In this method, behaviors of robots are deﬁned as states and the transition between these states are
bound to internal events inside robot and external events in the environment.
The main diﬀerence between microscopic models in this section and macroscopic models in the
following section is the granularity of the models developed. While microscopic approach models the
experiments by modeling each robot, the macroscopic approach models the whole behavior of the system
directly.
As a special case of microscopic and macroscopic modeling, probabilistic microscopic and probabilistic
macroscopic models are used in swarm robotics. By assigning probabilities to transitions between robot
actions (for microscopic models) or transitions between system states (for macroscopic models), the system
behavior and the noise in the environment are easily integrated into these probabilistic models.
In probabilistic microscopic models [46], [45], [36], a time unit is deﬁned based on a primitive event
1

to be able to advance the model at each model step. After specifying this time unit, the probability of
each state transition is computed with systematic experiments performed with real robots. In other words,
the probabilities of all events are computed per time unit of the model. After ﬁnding these state transition
probabilities, the mathematical model is run for each robot by generating random numbers between 0 and
1 for each possible event transition of the selected robot and comparing these numbers with state transition
probabilities. If some of these numbers are lower than the predeﬁned transition probabilities of the associated
events, those events are assumed to be occurred and the state of that robot is changed.
Jeanson et al., [36] studied aggregation strategies in cockroaches. They tried to prove that cockroaches
perform the global aggregation from local interactions. To do this they measured the important system
parameters from the experiments with cockroach larvae like probability of stopping in an aggregate or

1 Ijspeert et al., [32] deﬁned this primitive event as the average detection time of the smallest object in the environment when
the robot is moving with its average speed.
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probability of starting to move. A numerical model of behaviors of cockroaches is created from these
measurements and tried to be validated by numerical simulations. Although their numerical model reveals
a quantitative disagreement with real experiments, they claimed that it also oﬀers strong evidence that
aggregation can be explained in terms of local interactions between individuals.
Ijspeert et al., [32] applied microscopic modeling to stick pulling problem. They developed the
microscopic model from the ﬁnite state automata (FSA) of the robot controller. The transitions between
states of the FSA and variables of the simulation (e.g. robot speed or stick detection range) are approximated
with systematic experiments. The results of microscopic model are compared to the implementation of the
controller in a sensor-based simulation and to the implementation on real robots. It is shown that the
probabilistic model predicts the collaboration dynamics successfully.

3.3.

Macroscopic Modeling

Another kind of mathematical modeling method of robotic experiments is macroscopic modeling. In macroscopic modeling, the system behavior is deﬁned with diﬀerence equations and each of the system states
(variables of diﬀerence equations) represents the average number of robots in a particular state at a certain
time step.
While the system need to be iterated for each robot in microscopic models 2 , macroscopic models
are solved only once to obtain the steady state of the model. Although this feature allows great speedups for macroscopic models when compared to microscopic models, microscopic models allow to catch the
ﬂuctuations in the experiments. In other words, while macroscopic models allows to obtain a rough global
behavior of the robotic system quickly, microscopic models allow to obtain a more realistic global behavior
slowly.
Similar to microscopic models, probabilistic version of macroscopic models [46], [42] are used in swarm
robotic studies to handle noise in a simple way. Martinoli et al., [46] applied macroscopic modeling to stick
pulling problem. The authors presented the model incrementally starting from a basic model which only
contains Search and Obstacle-Avoidance states up to the most complex model which contains all states in
the robot controller. For each stage, a diﬀerence equation (DE) is developed and the steady state of the
DE system is analyzed to obtain average number of robots in each state at the end of the experiments.
Comparisons of microscopic, macroscopic and sensor-based models are also presented and the limitations of
macroscopic modeling for stick pulling problem are described.
De Wolf et al., [13] used a diﬀerent way of macroscopic modeling in their experiments. Their method
is based on the “equation-free” macroscopic analysis [37] which aims to use the algorithms that are designed
for equation-based models even if the only available model is individual-based. The method does this by
replacing evaluations with the results of individual-based simulation whenever the numerical algorithms
need to evaluate the equation. Also an estimation method (e.g. Newton’s method) is used to accelerate the
simulation. The aim of using an estimation method was to wipe out the need to request all evaluations from
the individual-based simulation. Instead, they only requested some initial evaluations and extrapolated the
remaining values with the help of estimation method.
Another distinguished feature of this study is the deﬁnition and tracking of system-wide guarantees for
self-organizing emergent systems. The authors developed an equation-free macroscopic model and systemwide guarantees for an automated guided vehicle warehouse transportation system. They validated the
2 The experiments with microscopic models also need to be performed several times to obtain the average behavior of the
robotic system.
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results of the model by comparing the results of the accelerated equation-free macroscopic model with the
non-accelerated one3 . Although they found that some accuracy are lost which is normal for all macroscopic
models, the model managed to ﬁnd the steady state successfully.
Trianni et al., [63] tried to ﬁnd macroscopic models of aggregation and chain formation problems. But
the results of macroscopic model did not ﬁt to the results obtained from sensor-based simulations. They
thought that the possible problems are the lack of spatial information in the mathematical model, carrying
out the simulation in discrete time and the lack of interaction dynamics in the model. At the end of their
experiments, they decided to make their sensor-based simulations more realistic using physical sensor based
modeling instead of improving their macroscopic model in their future studies.

3.4.

Cellular Automata Modeling

Cellular automata (CA) is among the simplest mathematical models of complex systems [34]. The CA
models contain discrete lattice of cells in one or more dimensions where each cell in the lattice has ﬁnite
number of possible states. Each cell interacts only with the cells that are in its local neighborhood and the
system dynamics are characterized by the local rules executed locally on the cells in discrete time steps.
Several CA models are developed for the natural phenomenas [17], [12] around us. In addition to
using these models as inspiration sources of swarm robotic studies, CA can be used as a modeling tool for
CA based experiments. The studies of Shen et al., [56], [57] is an example of this type of studies. The details
of these studies are summarized in section 8.3.

4.

Behavior Design Axis

Adaptation is any change in the structure or the function of an entity (e.g. a component of a complex
system) that allows it to survive more eﬀectively in its environment.
Adaptation in biological systems can be classiﬁed as structural, behavioral and physiological adaptation. Structural adaptations are special body parts of an organism that help it to survive in its natural
habitat, like its skin color, shape, body covering and teeth. Behavioral adaptations are special ways a particular organism behaves to survive in its natural habitat. Physiological adaptation are subsystems present
in an organism that allow it to perform certain biochemistry reactions like secreting slime, being able to
keep a constant body temperature or producing pheromones.
An important property of adaptation is its time scale. There are two types of adaptation based on
time scale: evolution and learning. Especially structural and physiological adaptations do not develop during
an individual’s life but over many generations with evolution. In addition to evolution, the individuals may
ﬁne-tune their behaviors in their lifetime. This kind of adaptation is performed in a relatively shorter time
scale and called learning.
In swarm robotics literature, researchers mostly tried to utilize the behavioral adaptation to control
large number of robots to accomplish a task collectively. Because of this and importance of adaptation,
we decided to categorize existing behavior design approaches into three sections based on the behavioral
adaptation capability of the robot controllers: manual, learning and evolution.
While we describe the works which uses nonadaptive robot controllers in nonadaptive section, the
works which show learning capabilities are described in learning section and the ones which try to mimic
natural selection for adapting the robot controllers are described in evolution section.
3 Non-accelarated

equation-free model can be considered as a kind of microscopic model.
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4.1.

Nonadaptive

Most of the studies utilizing nonadaptive behavior design are categorized into four subcategories: subsumption, probabilistic ﬁnite state automata, distributed potential ﬁeld methods and neural networks. While
these categorized studies are described in the following subsections respectively, the nonadaptive studies
which do not belong to these categories are described below.
Brooks et al., [8] presented their initial studies about developing small bulldozer robots and developing
coordination strategies for these robots for achieving tasks that will be useful in building a manned lunar
base. After describing the beneﬁts of using collective robotic systems, they described the robots and the
initial behaviors they developed. The behaviors are described in an abstract way and the proof of their
success is not presented even if in simulation.
Payton et al., [54], [55] described a new approach in swarm robotics called pheromone robotics
based on the biologically inspired concept of ’virtual pheromone’. They developed robots with personal
digital assistant (PDA) attached at the top which allows to do computationally expensive operations.
The virtual pheromones are signaled between robots with a mechanism attached at the top of the robots
which contains eight radially-oriented, directional infrared receivers and transmitters. The information is
transferred between the robots as 10-bit messages which have message type, hop-count and data ﬁelds. The
intensity and orientation values obtained from received messages are also used in obstacle detection and in
determining distance and direction of neighboring robots.
They deﬁned three main concepts in their studies: virtual pheromone, world embedded computation
and world embedded display. Virtual pheromones are working with the help of infrared mechanism described
above. With the help of virtual pheromones, the robots may solve problems like generating the map of a
ﬁeld or solving the shortest path problem for a ﬁeld. This feature is called as world embedded computation.
An external observer can also be informed about the results obtained in world embedded computation with
the help of a video camera mounted on the observer’s head which receives and displays coded infrared signals
from each robot. This feature is called as world embedded display.
4.1.1.

Subsumption

Subsumption architecture [7] is one of the distinguished and classical architectures in behavior-based robotics
[2]. The architecture allows eﬃcient coordination of behaviors by using a simple inhibition mechanism
between the behaviors and incremental building of robot controllers by considering each behavior as a
separate module which can inhibit other behaviors.
Mataric [47] presented design of some behaviors from simple to complex using subsumption architecture in a clear way. The behaviors designed are collision avoidance, following (inverse of collision avoidance),
dispersion (used in order to balance goal-directed behavior against interference), aggregation, homing and
ﬂocking. Although the author showed some simulation screenshots as examples of the success of the behaviors, she did not show any evidence or analysis results about the implementation of the behaviors on real
robots even if she claimed that the developed behaviors are tested on a herd of physical mobile robots in the
abstract of the publication.
Nouyan and Dorigo [52] implemented a chain formation behavior in a sensor-based simulation. The
robots had two phases: explorer and chain member. In explorer state, the robots search for other chain
members or the nest. Whenever a robot ﬁnds the nest or a chain member, the robot tried to keep permanent
visual contact with it using an omni directional camera. The aim of the robots was to ﬁnd the end of the
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chain and stay there after the explorer timeout is reached. The robots can distinguish chain members and
the nest based on the color of the LED ring around their body. The authors made systematic experiments
by modifying the number of robots and the explorer timeout to see the changes in the speed of the chain
formation process and the shape of the formed chains. It is observed that while short explorer timeout leads
to the fast formation of many chains, a long explorer timeout results in the slow formation of fewer chains.
Nouyan [53] also extended this work with more detailed conﬁgurations in his thesis. The author also
used same behaviors for the problem of establishing a path towards a goal location from the nest.

4.1.2.

Probabilistic Finite State Automata

Probabilistic ﬁnite state automata (PFSA) is a way to represent dynamical systems with ﬁnite state spaces.
In a probabilistic automata, the transitions between the states of the system are triggered with certain
probabilities. The general approach is to model the robot behaviors as states and deﬁning the state transitions
with some external input and probabilities. This section will summarize the swarm-robotics studies using
this approach.
Soysal and Şahin [58] performed systematic experiments using a probabilistic ﬁnite state machine based
controller for performing aggregation task. There are four behaviors in the controller which are connected
with subsumption architecture: obstacle avoidance, approach, repel and wait. Normally robots start in
approach state and switches to the wait state when they sense another robot. The switches between repel and
approach states, and wait and repel states are determined by Preturn and Pleave probabilities respectively.
The authors changed the size of the arena to compare diﬀerent strategies obtained by modifying the Preturn
and Pleave parameters. They showed that the best performance is obtained when both of the parameters
equal to 1. They also stated that this strategy may not be very feasible on all robotics systems since there
is a risk of having large number of robots moving in close proximity and the large power consumption due
to continuous movement.
Labella et al., applied a PFSA based adaptation algorithm to prey retrieval task [41], [39], [40]. The
PFSA based controller of the robots has the Search, Retrieve, Deposit, Rest and Give Up states which
are in fact the robot behaviors. All transitions between states are triggered by external events except the
transition between Rest and Search state which is triggered probabilistically. The probability of triggering
Rest-Search transition is updated depending on the number of consecutive successes or failures. They tested
the algorithm on Lego Mindstorm robots and showed that task allocation occurred between the robots
because of the minor mechanical diﬀerences of the robots. At the end of experiments, some of the robots
become foragers and the others become loafers.
A self-organized model of the aggregation behavior of cockroaches in a bounded circular arena is
developed by Jeanson et al., [36] and Garnier et al., [22]. The authors used an approach which is similar to
microscopic modeling developed by Martinoli et.al [46], [45] and Jeanson et al., [36]. They ﬁrst deﬁne a selforganized model for the behaviors of the cockroaches and measured the important transition probabilities
between behaviors along with the average time spent on each behavior by real cockroaches. They compared
the results obtained from the developed numerical model with the real experiments’ results. They claimed
that their model better approximates real data than most of the previous global level models which shows
that the cockroaches may behave based on local interaction rules.
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4.1.3.

Distributed Potential Field Methods

The method of behavior design used in the studies of this category is very similar to the one (called potential
ﬁeld method) used by Khatip [38] and Arkin [1] for single-robot case. The method mainly represents all
interactions of the robot with other objects in the environment as vectors. These vectors can be attractive
(e.g. moving towards a goal) or repulsive (e.g. moving away from obstacles). The vectorial summation of
these forces are computed and used as the action of the robot. The studies in this section all computes these
vectors locally from the viewpoint of the robot which makes these studies fully distributed.
Spears et al., [59] deﬁned a new distributed framework (called artiﬁcial physics) for the control of large
number of robots using artiﬁcial force concept. Their work is very similar to potential ﬁeld method used
in single robot systems but this method does all computations at runtime diﬀerent from the potential ﬁeld
method. The computations are also done on each robot locally. No global map is generated. Other objects
in the environment are assumed to be applying virtual forces to the robot selected. The robot computes
the average force computed by its observations and moves towards the direction of average force. The force
exerting on a robot from an external object depends on two things: the bearing and the distance with the
external object. Since both of these parameters can be computed from local observations, the framework is
suitable to swarm robotics studies.
Spears et al., ﬁrst used artiﬁcial physics methodology for forming hexagonal lattices both in 2D and
3D. Then they tested the methodology on obstacle avoidance, surveillance and perimeter defense tasks with
real robots. They also tested the robustness of the system and applied some theoretical analysis on the
parameters used in the framework.
Balch and Hybinette [6] presented a distributed algorithm which is based on potential ﬁelds method
[38] to achieve a formation while navigating to a goal location. The algorithm has several behaviors
represented as motor schemas [1]. The overall behavior of the robots are the summation of the vectors
returned from the motor schemas. Other than avoid-static-obstacles and avoid-robots motor schemas; noise,
move-to-unit-center and maintain-formation motor schemas are also used. While noise motor schema adds a
random noise vector to escape from local minimas in the system, move-to-unit-center motor schema is used
as an attractive force to draw all of the robots together. The result vector is pointing to the approximate
center of the robots which is computed based on local information available to the robot.
Maintain-formation motor schema is executed based on the ”attachment site” concept. Depending
on the formation aimed to form, the number of attachment sites around a robot and the angle need to be
in contact with these attachment sites are changed. It is assumed that the attachment sites are positioned
around the robots uniformly. Maintain-formation motor schema generates an attractive vector towards the
closest site. The algorithm is tested on simulation and shown that it is scalable.
4.1.4.

Neural Networks

Neural networks [29], [28] are powerful learning mechanisms inspired from nervous system of humans. There
are two general types of swarm robotics studies performed using neural networks. The ﬁrst type uses genetic
algorithms to evolve the weights of a neural network to obtain a desired behavior with a ﬁtness function
appropriate to the problem. This type of studies [4], [64], [66], [65] are discussed under section 4.3.
The second type of studies with neural networks considers the neural networks as a generalization
mechanism and do not use its learning capabilities. The remaining part of this section summarizes this type
of studies.
Grob et al., [25] investigated self-assembly problem with a group of robots. They deﬁned the problem
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as controlling the robots in fully autonomous manner in such a way that they locate, approach and connect
with an object that acts as a seed or connect to other robots already connected to the seed. The seed and
the robots connected to the seed are discriminated based on the color of the ring around them.
The controller of the robots was a simple perceptron which connects sensory inputs to motor outputs
of the robots. The controller was preprogrammed with the controller obtained from another study. The
experiments are done on ﬂat and rough terrains with real robots. The results show that robots achieves
self-assembly in a scalable way.
Martinoli and Mondada [44] implemented object clustering and stick pulling experiments with two
simple behaviors (handle-object and avoid-obstacle) coded as a neural network. Depending on the hard
coded weights of the neural network, one of the behaviors is activated at each time step. The output of
the neural network is directly connected to motor outputs. For object clustering experiments, they reported
that increasing the number of robots in the experiment resulted with a decreased performance because of
the interferences of the actions of the robots. Although they reported that the stick pulling experiments are
successful, they did not show any quantitative results in this publication.

4.2.

Learning

Montemanni and Gambardella [50] presented a distributed protocol for minimum power topology (MPT)
problem in wireless networks. The aim in MPT problem is to assign transmission powers to the nodes of a
mobile network in such a way that all the nodes are connected by bidirectional links and the total power
consumption is minimized.
The authors used one of the previous protocols called MLD (Minimum Link Degree) and made it
more distributed. The name of the new protocol is LMPT (Local Minimum Power Protocol) which uses
some local information about neighbors to obtain better results.
MLD protocol works as follows: There is an ngb (link degree) parameter which is used as a minimum
number of links any node should have to obtain full connectivity on the network. The nodes increase
their transmission power in small amounts until they reach to ngb number of neighbors. Whenever a node
hears another node in this increasing transmission power phase, it realizes that its neighbor has less than
ngb neighbors and sets its transmission power as the power of its neighbors‘ transmission power if it is
greater than its current transmission power. If it is lower than its current transmission power, then current
transmission power is not changed. These phase goes on until each node has at least ngb neighbors. They
all stop increasing their transmission powers at this point.The ngb parameter is an heuristic obtained from
the global information known about the network. It does not need to be perfect information but the more
it is approximated better, the lower the total transmission power at the end.
Montemanni and Gambardella’s LMPT protocol uses the same logic for ngb. In the ﬁrst phase, all
nodes reaches to ngb neighbors using MLD protocol. While reaching this information, the nodes also gets an
extra information from their neighbors: the power for the neighbor required to reach to its neighbors. After
getting all these information, each node runs a local optimization over these local information for deciding
the minimum power requirement of all the nodes in the neighborhood. After obtaining this information, the
neighbors are informed for their new transmission powers which allows full connectivity with lowest possible
power consumption on that locality.
The local optimization procedure was an instance of integer programming method run on these head
nodes. The performance of MLD and LMPT are compared based on three criteria: total power, average
number of neighbors and maximum number of neighbors. The results showed that LMPT is much better
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than LMD in terms of both total transmission power and the number of neighbors for all of the experiments.
It is also observed that LMPT is much less sensitive to the ngb value because LMPT works much better
than LMD when ngb is overestimated. Interestingly, it is observed that LMPT is better than LMD even
when the ﬁrst one is run with an overestimated value of ngb, and the latter uses the smallest possible value
of ngb.
4.2.1.

Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) [61] systems consist of a discrete set of environment states, a discrete set of
agent actions and a set of scalar reinforcement signals. In robotic studies, environment states are higher
level representations of sensor readings (e.g. existence of an object in front of the robot based on the
thresholded values of front sensor readings). Similarly agent actions are higher level representations of
actuator commands. Generally behaviors [2] are used as the actions of the robots.
The reinforcement value is the core concept in RL which diﬀerentiates it from other types of learning
methods [49] (e.g. supervised or unsupervised learning) The reinforcement value gives a numerical hint to
the agent for the relative success of the executed action in achieving the goal of the agent. The aim of
the agent in this setting is to learn a policy (which maps states to actions) that maximizes the cumulative
reinforcement values obtained in the long-term.
One of the important properties of RL is that the RL algorithms have clean theoretical convergence
properties because of their dynamic programming roots [61]. Despite advantages of RL, there are serious
problems in applying RL to multi-robot studies. First, theoretical convergence properties of RL require large
numbers of learning trials that are diﬃcult to perform with physical robots.
Another problem is the size of the search space. The RL algorithms are proved to converge on toy
problems which has limited search space compared to the robotic problems. Large search space (both state
and action spaces) of robotic problems requires lots more epochs to be able converge to acceptable results.
Noise is another serious problem while applying RL to multi-robot studies. Besides having lots of noise
in sensor readings and actuator actions, interaction between the robots make the environment noisier and
more unpredictable. Having multiple robots in the environment also breaks the convergence assumption of
some of the well known popular reinforcement learning algorithms (e.g. Q-learning [67]) since noise converts
the environment to a dynamic one from a stationary one.
The last problem is probably the most diﬃcult and classical problem in machine learning: the credit
assignment problem. Both temporal and spatial credit assignment problems exist in multi-robot problems
since the actions of the robots can be rewarded with a delay and the result may depend on the actions of
multiple robots.
We divided reinforcement learning studies into two categories: the studies which use local reinforcement and the ones which use global reinforcement. In the former one, the reinforcement is only given to the
robots which are close to the location where the reinforcement is generated. In the latter one, all robots are
rewarded as if the last action is a result of the collective actions of all robots. In other words, even if some
robots do not contribute to the goal, all of the robots are rewarded in global reinforcement scheme.
As we discussed in section 2, the communication should be kept limited as much as possible in swarm
robotic systems. Because of this preference, local reinforcement scheme is more realistic for swarm robotics.
But investigating the global reinforcement and comparing its results with local reinforcement may oﬀer new
insights in swarm robotics.
Yang and Gu presented a survey about multi-robot reinforcement learning studies in [68]. They ﬁrst
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discussed preliminaries of the subject starting from Markov decision processes up to relation of multi-agent
reinforcement learning with the game theory. Later, they summarized theoretic frameworks for multiagent reinforcement learning, algorithms utilizing these frameworks and the studies performed with these
algorithms. After discussing these, they summarized the works done up to that time for scaling reinforcement
learning to multi-robot systems. Finally they described main challenges of multi-robot systems and future
research directions in the ﬁeld which are mainly obtaining team cooperation, abstracting state and action
spaces, generalization and approximation of look-up tables used in reinforcement learning algorithms and
extending the reinforcement learning into continuous state and action spaces.

Local Reinforcement
In local reinforcement scheme, the reinforcement value generated after achieving a subgoal is only shared by
the robots which contributed achieving that subgoal. One of the studies using local reinforcement was the
study of Li et al., [43]. The authors used Balch‘s social entropy metric [5] to analyze the eﬀect of diversity
and specialization on a stick-pulling experiment. Since Balch‘s social entropy metric can only be used to
measure the diversity of the robot groups, Li et al., deﬁned specialization as a new metric of the correlation
between the diversity and the performance.
Authors‘ previous stick pulling experiment described in [32] had robots equipped with gripper turrets
and proximity sensors. The robots were searching for sticks in a circular arena and pulling them out of
the ground. In this study, Li et al., added two more experiments to their previous stick pulling experiment
by including two additional types of sticks: longer and heavier sticks. Both of the sticks were requiring
collaboration of robots to pull them out. While robots were needing sequential collaboration in former one,
parallel collaboration was needed in the latter one.
Li et al., used the adaptive line-search algorithm used in their previous study [32]. The algorithm was
based on a parameter called gripping time parameter (GTP). GTP was the maximal length of time a robot
waits for the help of another robot while holding the stick. The robots‘ behavior was basically consisting of
searching for sticks, gripping the stick when any of them found and waiting GTP seconds while holding the
stick. If the minimum number of robots required to pull a stick reached to that stick in GTP seconds then
the stick was considered to be pulled out and the robots continue to search for new sticks. If the minimum
number of robots required to pull a stick could not be reached then the waiting robot fails to pull the stick
and switches to searching sticks behavior.
The GTP was being updated with a kind of reinforcement learning algorithm. In this learning
algorithm, both local and global reinforcement signals were tested. The local reinforcement signal rewarded
a robot when it completely pulled out a stick or passes the stick to another agent. The global reinforcement
signal was deﬁned to be the general swarm performance, the number of sticks pulled out, in a predeﬁned
time period.
The learning algorithm basically starts with a random direction and GTP. When a predeﬁned amount
of time passes for a robot, an average reinforcement is computed for that time period. Then the GTP value
is updated for that robot depending on both the current and the previous average reinforcements. If the
current average reinforcement value is greater than the previous one then the GTP is modiﬁed in the same
direction selected in the previous step. If the current average reinforcement value is lower than the previous
one (It means the performance becomes worse.) then GTP is modiﬁed in the opposite direction of the
previous modiﬁcation of GTP.
Li et al., performed systematic experiments using local and global reinforcement signals with diﬀerent
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group characteristics (homogeneous, heterogeneous and caste-based robot groups). Although the performance of the learning swarms achieved the same level of performance independent of the initial GTP, the
performance of homogeneous swarms with a ﬁxed GTP is decreased when the initial gripping parameters
are increased. This shows that a higher level of robustness is achieved with this learning algorithm.
Tangamchit et al., [62] used Monte Carlo learning method to solve foraging problem. They modiﬁed
the foraging problem deﬁnition a little bit to be able to allow cooperation between the robots. The modiﬁed
problem is discussed in section 7.7.
The authors showed the validity of their beliefs about using cumulative discounted reward based learning methods unable to induce cooperation and therefore give suboptimal results on cooperative problems.
They compared the result of an average reward learning method (speciﬁcally Monte Carlo algorithm) to
a cumulative discounted reward based learning method (speciﬁcally Q Learning). The authors used both
local and global rewards in their comparisons. It is shown that only Monte Carlo learning with a global reward scheme can achieve cooperation. They claimed that local reward scheme does not produce cooperative
behavior since the robots do not want to help other robots if they cannot get any reward.
Global Reinforcement
In global reinforcement scheme, the reinforcements obtained by robots in a speciﬁed period of time are shared
between robots. Mataric [48] solved foraging problem using reinforcement learning in multi-robot domain.
The author deﬁned two challenges for applying reinforcement learning to multi-robot domain. The ﬁrst one
is that even if for single robot experiments the domain has very complex state space; when more than one
robot is used, the problem becomes more complex because of the inferences between the robots. The second
challenge is the structuring and assigning reinforcement learning. The ﬁrst problem is handled with the
help of behaviors and conditions. The complexity if state and actions spaces are reduced considerably with
the help of them. The second problem is handled with the help of shaped reinforcement which consists of
heterogeneous reward functions and progress estimators.
Mataric developed a simple reinforcement algorithm called reinforcement summation algorithm which
adds and normalizes the reinforcement values obtained for state action pairs over time. The author compared
the results of two diﬀerent variations of this algorithm with a hand coded optimal solution and pure q-learning
algorithm without shaped reinforcement. This ﬁrst variation of her algorithm was the reinforcement summation algorithm with only heterogeneous reward functions and the second variation was the reinforcement
summation algorithm with both heterogeneous reward functions and progress estimators. The results showed
that the ﬁrst variation is the best when compared to others and q-learning lagorithm is better than the hand
coded optimal solution.

4.3.

Evolution

The swarm robotics studies mimicing evolution use genetic algortihms as the implementation method.
Genetic algorithms [24] are one of the mostly used oﬄine optimization algorithms in robotics because of
their ability to escape from local optimum and previous successes when applied to similar problems.
The genetic algorithms are generally used to evolve weights of the neural networks to obtain the
desired behaviors. This approach is very powerful since it combines the generalization ability of the neural
networks with the ability to escape from local optimums of genetic algorithms. The remaining part of this
sections is used to summarize the studies performed in swarm robotics using this approach.
Bahçeci and Şahin [4] systematically studied the performance and the scalability of evolved aggregation
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behaviors. They used a neural network as the controller of the robots which has 12 inputs and 3 outputs.
While the ﬁrst four of the input neurons encodes sound value obtained from the speaker, the remaining input
neurons encodes the infrared sensors of the robot. Similarly, the ﬁrst output neuron is used to control the
omni-directional speaker and the remaining two are used to control the wheels.
The authors used a genetic algorithm to evolve the weights of the neural network. The ﬁtness function
used in this study was based on the neighbor and connected predicates. The robots i and j are assumed to be
connected if there is a path from robot i to robot j over the predicate neighbor and two robots are neighbors
if the distance between them is below 10 units. They deﬁned the ﬁtness of a single evaluation of a controller
(chromosome) as the ratio of the number of robots forming the largest cluster to the total number of robots.
The ﬁtness of a chromosome over the whole experiment is computed by averaging all ﬁtness values of that
chromosome. Alternatively, median, minimum and maximum operators are tested instead of mean operator.
Trianni et al., [64] used genetic algorithms to evolve aggregation behavior for a group of simulated
robots. The controller of the robots was a simple perceptron which connects sensory inputs to motor outputs
of the robots. The weights of the perceptron were evolved using a ﬁtness function which computes average
distance of the robots from their group’s center of mass.
A static and a dynamic clustering behaviors were evolved in this study. Although the static one
created very compact behaviors, the clusters did not move as in the case of dynamic clustering behavior.
The behavior of moving cluster allowed to join smaller cluster into bigger ones and resulted in much more
scalable behavior.
Trianni et al., [66], [65] tried to achieve hole-avoidance behavior with a swarm of robots. The robots
have to perform coordinated motion in an environment which has holes too large to be traversed. The robots
had to be connected with their turrets while sensing the environment. When a robot detects a hole using its
ground sensors, it should move in the opposite direction of the hole. The force generated with this movement
is detected by the traction sensors of other robots. The challenge was to learn reacting to these forces in an
appropriate way so that hole avoidance can be achieved independent from the robots‘ relative positions and
position/size of the holes.
Trianni et.al used a genetic algorithm to obtain the controller of the robots. The controller was a
simple perceptron which connects sensory inputs to the motor outputs of the robot. The weights of the
perceptron were evolved using a ﬁtness function which has three components. While the ﬁrst component
was measuring the performance in terms of coordinated movement, second one was measuring exploration
of the arena and the third one was using fast reaction to the detection of a hole. The evolved strategies
were also tested on more diﬃcult environments by varying the size and the shape of the robot swarms. It is
observed that the strategies are successful and scalable.

5.

Communication Axis

We have used the same classiﬁcation categories Cao et al., [10] used in their survey of cooperative robotics
for classifying the swarm robotics studies based on the communication mechanisms used by the swarms.
The ﬁrst category (interaction via sensing) is the simplest and the most limited type of communication
between the robots. This type of communication requires the robots to distinguish between other robots
and the environment objects. The details are discussed in the corresponding section below.
In the second category (interaction via environment), the robots used the environment as a communication medium. There are well known examples of this communication type in biology like communication
via pheromones in ants [9].
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The ants communicates with each other through chemicals called pheromones. For example, when an
ant ﬁnds food, it will leave a trail along the ground on its way back to home, which in a short time other
ants will follow. When they return home they will reinforce the trail, bringing other ants, until the food
is exhausted. The slow dissipation property of the pheromone trials will allow the ants to ﬁnd new food
sources when the older ones are exhausted.
Although the communication scheme is simple in this approach, the physical implementation of it
is not so easy because of the diﬃculty of creating special environments allowing communication between
agents.
Most of the studies using this approach uses only simulation of this communication scheme with the
help of a short range wireless communication mechanism (e.g. RF or Infrared) [54], [55], [56], [57]. Because
of this, we decided not to create a separate section for “interaction via environment” method and described
the simulation attempts of this communication method in “interaction via communication” section.
The third category (interaction via communication) involves explicit communication with other robots
by broadcast messages. Although Cao et al., [10] included the communication via directed messages (using
robot identiﬁcation numbers) in this category, we did not prefer this since swarm robotics prefers to use the
communication in a limited way.
Following two sections describe the studies using “interaction via sensing” and “interaction via communication” methods subsequently.

5.1.

Interaction via sensing

The discrimination of “interaction via sensing” from “interaction via communication” can be diﬃcult time
to time. Our guideline to do this discrimination is to look at the aim of the information sender side. If the
sender in the interaction aims to give information to other robots intentionally then that study is categorized
as “interaction via communication” instead of “interaction via sensing”. So if two robots interacting to pull
a stick and sensing each other’s action in a limited way, this work is considered as “interaction via sensing”.
And if robots broadcasts information packages or switches on/oﬀ a light around them to show their state,
these studies are considered to be the type of “interaction via communication”.
Interaction via sensing requires the discrimination of other robots from the environment objects, also
called as the kin recognition. Kin recognition is an important feature of animals in nature. With the help
of kin recognition, animals can behave diﬀerent to their kins, work together to accomplish some tasks, and
protect themselves from their enemies better.
We considered kin recognition as a kind of minimalist communication mechanism since just by
discriminating the kin and observing their behaviors (without explicit communication), the robots can
manage to solve several problems (e.g. ﬂocking, chain formation and cooperative stick pulling) in swarmrobotics. It is also required to solve many problems (e.g. aggregation and ﬂocking) eﬃciently.
Most of the swarm robotics studies (e.g. [59], [55], [54], [58], [43], [27], [64]) uses kin recognition as a
communication medium since most of the problems requires (e.g. ﬂocking, chain formation and cooperative
stick pulling) discrimination of robots in the environment to obtain acceptable performance. As an example,
Soysal and Şahin [58] need the robots to discriminate other robots from obstacles since it is possible for the
robots to aggregate near the walls instead of each other in a rectangular arena.
Ijspeert et al., [32] studied collaborative stick pulling problem. In order to pull a stick from its place,
collaboration of two robots are required in these experiments. Since the ﬁrst robot can only pull the stick
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up to a point (because it is too long to be pulled by one robot), it should wait until a second robot helps to
pull it.
Trianni et al., [66], [65] tried to solve hole-avoidance problem using genetic algorithms to evolve the
weights of a simple perceptron based controller. The robots are connected to each other with joints and
they have to perform coordinated motion in an environment which has holes too large to be traversed. The
aim of the study is to learn the correct dynamic to move away from the holes as a group when the robot(s)
on an edge of the formation sense the hole with its (their) ground sensor(s). The robots can sense their
neighbors’ relative movements with the help of their traction sensors. The communication with the help of
traction sensors can be considered as an example of interaction via sensing since there is no intention to send
information to other robots in this communication scheme.
Some of the experiments which do not use kin recognition are [39], [40], [48], [4].

5.2.

Interaction via communication

A more advanced version of communication requires direct communication of robots by broadcasting or
one-to-one communication. As mentioned before, one-to-one communication using identiﬁcation of robots is
not preferred in swarm robotics studies since this may reduce the scalability and ﬂexibility of the system.
Nouyan and Dorigo [52] implemented a chain formation behavior. Initially the robots search for other
chain members or the nest. Once a robot ﬁnds a chain member or the nest, it becomes a chain member
depending on two predeﬁned timeouts. The robots distinguish chain members and the nest based on the
color of the LED ring around their body. A chain member can have three diﬀerent colors: blue, green and
red. It activates the color blue, if it connects to the nest or to a red chain member. It activates the color
green, if it connects to a blue chain member and color red otherwise. This coloring mechanism allows robots
to ﬁnd the direction of the chain. Since having a long chain instead of a chain with several branches is
preferred, the robot follows the color to reach to the end of the chain to connect. Nouyan [53] also extended
this work with more detailed conﬁgurations in his thesis.
Grob et al., [25] studied the self-assembly problem. The aim of the work is to locate, approach and
connect with an object that acts as a seed or connect to other robots already connected to the seed. Similar
to the Nouyan and Dorigo’s previous work described above, a robot discriminates the robots connected to
the seed with the help of the LED ring around robot’s body. The initial color of the robots are set to blue.
Once a robot connects to the seed or to a robot already connected to the seed, it activates the color red
permanently.
It is also worth to mention the studies performed by Payton et al., [54], [55] Shen et al., [56], [57] in this
section since they used broadcasting to simulate “the interaction via environment” type of communication.
The details of their works related to communication are already described in section 5.1.
Although the works of Payton et al., [54], [55] and Shen et al., [56], [57] can be seen as simulation
attempts of “interaction via environment” method, we decided to describe these studies in this section.
Payton et al., [54], [55] simulated the communication mechanism used by ants. The ants communicates
with each other through chemicals called pheromones. When an ant ﬁnds food, it will leave a trail along
the ground on its way back to home, which in a short time other ants will follow. When they return home
they will reinforce the trail, bringing other ants, until the food is exhausted. The slow dissipation property
of the pheromone trials will allow the ants to ﬁnd new food sources when the older ones are exhausted.
Payton et al., simulated pheromone based communication by attaching a platform at the top of
the robots containing eight radially-oriented directional infrared receivers and transmitters. These infrared
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receivers and transmitters allow to transmit/receive 10-bit messages between the robots. The messages
contain a parity check ﬁeld to detect errors in the transmission and intensity ﬁeld representing the intensity
of the virtual pheromone, type ﬁeld used to discriminate between diﬀerent kind of virtual pheromones.and
a hop-count ﬁeld is used to detect the newest pheromone message when more than one copy of the same
type of pheromone is received. On each step, the robots receive the virtual pheromone messages from
the environment and send their own. If the robot decides to propagate the pheromone message it gets, it
decrements the hop count and intensity of that pheromone message and sends it to the opposite direction
of the direction of the original message received. The direction information is automatically obtained since
the sensors are positioned radially around the robot. The same infrared sensors are also used to detect the
obstacles in the environment.
Shen et al., [56], [57] used a similar approach to be able to simulate the diﬀusion of hormones in the
environment. Although they did not test their ideas on real hardware, they claimed that the diﬀusion of
hormones can be implemented using a short range wireless communication (either using RF or Infrared).
In their experiments, the robots broadcast packets containing the hormone type information. To
implement the diﬀusion of the hormones, each receiver robot determines the direction (e.g. via a directional
antenna) of the message and the distance of the signal source (e.g. by measuring the strength of the signal).
The robot then applies diﬀusion function deﬁned in the paper to compute the concentration of that particular
hormone at the current and nearby cells. After collecting all hormonal signals coming from neighbor cells for
some period of time, the robots computes the reaction of collected hormones and broadcast this information
to simulate the diﬀusion of hormones.

6.

Analytical Studies Axis

Analytical studies axis is deﬁned to include studies which contributes to the theoretical understanding of
swarm systems. These studies are the methods usable for diﬀerent kind of problems or the studies which
contributed some valuable mathematical tools to the swarm-robotics literature which allows us to understand
deeper details of the swarm-robot systems.
We already discussed microscopic, macroscopic and cellular automata modeling in sections 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4 respectively. We suggest the interested readers to read those sections for further details of these
studies.
Balch described two quantitative metrics for measuring diversity of robot groups in [5]. The author
claimed that although existing multi robot studies contain homogeneous robot groups, the diﬀerences of
robots in terms of hardware or behavior are totally ignored in the analysis. He claimed that by the
introduction of these metrics the researchers can investigate the eﬀect of group diversity with other metrics
(e.g. performance).
The ﬁrst metric called simple social entropy was based on Shannon’s information entropy measure.
Although it can be used in robotics experiments with small state/behavior space, it was not enough to
capture the diﬀerences between the behaviors in ﬁne granularities. The main weakness of simple social
entropy is its lack of sensitivity to the distribution of the robots in the space. So, if we have two diﬀerent
conﬁguration of robot groups in which Pi s are equal, even if the distances of the robots from each other are
diﬀerent in these conﬁgurations, the metric returns the same value for both of the conﬁgurations.
To solve the problems of simple social entropy, Balch decides to use dendrogram concept from
numerical taxonomy whose aim is to order organisms hierarchically. The dendrograms are taxonomic trees
that allow to visualize relations of groups including the spatial distribution of elements in the system. The
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idea of hierarchical social entropy is to obtain a combination of simple social entropies in diﬀerent levels.
Balch used the hierarchical entropy for the clustering problem to show how metric works. He used Cu or
u-diametric clustering method which allows overlaps up to the diameter of u ∗ h for the level h. He also
tested the metrics on two diﬀerent problems namely multi-foraging and simulated-soccer tasks.
Li et al., [43] used Balch‘s hierarchical social entropy metric to analyze the eﬀect of diversity and
specialization on a stick-pulling experiment in [4]. The details of [43] are discussed in “Local Reinforcement”
sub-section under section 4.2.1.

7.

Problems Axis

Problems trying to be solved in a research ﬁeld has some pedagogical and practical importance in development
of that ﬁeld since they both help to understand the practical value of that ﬁeld and help to divide the real
problems into manageable sized sub-problems.
In this section, we identiﬁed the general problems tried to be solved in swarm robotics. Then the
studies trying to solve these problems are described in corresponding sections from problem perspective.
This section is especially valuable for the researchers who decide to solve a speciﬁc problem. With the help
of this section, the researchers can easily locate some of the studies already have done and start their research
easily.
After investigating the existing works in swarm-robotics, we decided to divide the problem axis
into eight diﬀerent problems: pattern formation, aggregation, chain formation, self-assembly, coordinated
movement, hole avoidance, foraging and self-deployment.

7.1.

Pattern Formation

Pattern formation can be deﬁned as the emergence of global patterns from local agents and interactions.
Since the deﬁnition of pattern goes much deeper topics like complexity, chaos and order, we would like to
skip this discussion in this paper and just tell that pattern formation is an important phenomenon in nature
and it is worth to research about it. The pattern formation is visible in all kinds of natural and social
sciences. Interested readers may follow the literature about chaos and complexity to understand the relation
of pattern with other important concepts in artiﬁcial life.
The pattern formation is important in swarm robotics too since coordinated behavior of a group of
robots forms a pattern when viewed globally. And our main problem can be seen as creating these patterns
with local processors and interactions.
Bahçeci and Şahin [3] presented a review of pattern formation and adaptation strategies in multirobot systems. They divided pattern formation studies into centralized and decentralized pattern formation
categories. They claimed that having a central unit assumption in centralized pattern formation makes the
approach more costly, less robust to failures and less scalable. Bahçeci and Şahin also divided previous
studies which used adaptation strategies into two categories: individual level and group level adaptation.
Group level adaptation can only be obtained using a centralized control or allowing communication between
agents to be able to share the information they obtained separately.
Fredslund and Mataric [18], [19] developed an algorithm for robot formation using local sensing and
minimal communication. The algorithm works for a particular class of formations speciﬁcally the ones that
can be folded from an open bicycle chain, keeping either the middle or the end of the chain in front.
The algorithm requires that each robot has a unique ID (IDs are only used for numerical comparison
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purpose. For example, the robot turns only to the robot with the lowest ID when more than one robot exist
around it) and a friend sensor which is used to track the friend robot deﬁned in the algorithm. The friend
sensor needs to measure the relative direction of the friend robot and the distance of it. The friend robot
can be the robot which has the nearest lower or the nearest higher ID depending on the target formation.
Then the aim of the robots becomes tracking of the neighbors in a predeﬁned angle which depends on the
formation type and the number of robots in the experiments.
Although there are some deﬁciencies of this method (e.g. having a conductor robot and the requirement to know the total number of robots used in the experiment beforehand) the approach is still distributed
and the algorithm still works with relaxed versions of the above requirements (e.g. the conductor robot can
be changed online and an approximate total number of robots can be used). Having the freedom of applying
the algorithm to diﬀerent formations and the moving ability of the formation with the help of the conductor
robot are other powerful features of this study. A formal evaluation criteria for robot formations is also
deﬁned in this study.
Trianni et al., [63] presented an architecture for pattern formation problem. In this architecture, they
used a higher level of abstraction of sensor readings called context and the behavior of the robots are basically
deﬁned as the probability of applying an action in a given context. On each step, the context of the robot
is found using the sensor readings. Then the ﬁring of the actions in that context is being decided by with
the well known roulette wheel selection. These probabilities are speciﬁed by hand before the experiments
for both aggregation and chain formation tasks.
Both of the tasks are accomplished successfully with the help of some simpliﬁcation assumptions like
placing the robots in a hexagonal grid to simplify the implementation of connecting and disconnecting of
the robots in the simulation.
The authors also tried to ﬁt a macroscopic model to the experiments but the results showed that
the mathematical model does not ﬁt to the simulation experiments. The authors think that the possible
problems are the lack of spatial information in the mathematical model, carrying out the simulation in
discrete time and the lack of interaction dynamics in the model.

7.2.

Aggregation

Aggregation problem requires aggregation of a randomly placed robots in an environment. The problem is
easy when a centralized control approach is used but the problem is not trivial when the distributed control
is used. The robots should behave autonomously and should use local information to aggregate. Selecting
an approach like moving to the closest robot is not an acceptable solution since in that case several small
number of groups occur. Aggregation has an important role for many biological systems because it is at the
basis of the emergence of various forms of many collective tasks. The examples of aggregation in biological
systems can be found in [9].
Trianni et al., tried to solve aggregation problem in [63] using a probabilistic controller. They used a
higher level of abstraction than the sensor readings and actuator commands whose main elements are called
as contexts (abstraction of sensor data) and behaviors (abstraction of actuator commands).They deﬁned the
probability of switching between behaviors in all contexts with a probability matrix and observed that the
aggregation is possible with a predeﬁned matrix in a simple sensor-based simulation environment.
Trianni et al., [64] also used genetic algorithms to evolve aggregation behavior by simply evolving the
weights of a perceptron. The ﬁtness function of the evolution is deﬁned as the average distance of the robot
group from its center of mass for each epoch. They observed two types of controllers in the ﬁnal population:
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the one which creates a very compact aggregate and the one which is looser than the previous one but moves
as a group. It is observed that the latter one is more scalable when the number of robots are increased in
the experiments.
Soysal and Şahin [58] performed systematic experiments using a probabilistic controller. There are
four behaviors in the controller which are connected with subsumption architecture: obstacle avoidance,
approach, repel and wait. The approach and repel behaviors are using a sound sensor to approach or repel
from the loudest sound. The transitions between repel-approach and wait-repel states are deﬁned with
two diﬀerent probabilities. A transition is achieved when a random number selected between zero and one
is greater these probabilities. Soysal and Şahin investigated the behavior diﬀerences by testing diﬀerent
values of these probabilities. Interestingly they showed that the best performance is obtained when both
of the parameters equal to 1 which means that the robot always tries to approach to the possibly biggest
aggregate. But their point is that this approach will have the high risk of collision and will have large energy
consumption because of the lack of the usage of wait state.
Bahçeci and Şahin [4] tried to achieve the aggregation behavior by evolving the weights of a neural
network with 12 inputs and 3 outputs. While the ﬁrst four of the input neurons encodes sound value obtained
from the speaker, the remaining input neurons encodes the infrared sensors of the robot. Similarly, the ﬁrst
output neuron used to control the omni-directional speaker and the remaining two are used to control the
wheels. They used the same sound sensor and emitter used in [58] to estimate the direction of the largest
cluster. The ﬁtness of a single evaluation is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of robots forming the largest
cluster to the total number of robots in the experiment. The ﬁtness of a chromosome is computed in four
diﬀerent ways (average, median, minimum and maximum ﬁtness of all runs) for comparison purposes.
Jeanson et al., [36] studied aggregation strategies in cockroaches. They tried to prove that cockroaches perform the global aggregation from local interactions. To do this they measured the important
system parameters from the experiments with cockroach larvae like probability of stopping in an aggregate
or probability of starting to move. They created a numerical model of behaviors of cockroaches from these
measurements and tried to validate that their model in numerical simulations. Although their numerical
model reveals a quantitative disagreement with experiments, they claimed that it also oﬀers strong evidence that aggregation can be explained in terms of interactions between individuals which use only local
information.
Mataric presented design of aggregation in [47]. Although the author showed some simulation screenshots as examples of the success of the behaviors and claimed that the experiments are tested on real robots,
without giving any further details about the experiments. To do this robots tries to be within a determined
distance from each others. The robots mainly determines the center of the robot groups based on local
information and move forward to that position and if it ﬁnds itself within the determined distance then it
just seems to stop in the given algorithm. The details of the experiments are not given to understand the
global behaviors of the robots and needed interactions between other behaviors are hidden.

7.3.

Chain Formation

In chain formation problem, the aim is to move the robots so that they form a chain pattern. This is useful
for many applications like passing a corridor in a coordinated way and prohibiting other objects passing to
some important place that needs to be guarded.
Nouyan and Dorigo [52] implemented a chain formation behavior in a sensor-based simulation. The
robots have two phases: explorer and chain member. In explorer state, the robots search for other chain
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members or the nest. Whenever a robot ﬁnds the nest or chain member, the robot tries to keep permanent
visual contact with it using an omni directional camera. The aim of the robots is to ﬁnd the end of the
chain and stay there when the explorer timeout is reached. The authors made systematic experiments by
modifying the number of robots and the explorer timeout to see the changes in the speed of the chain
formation process and the shape of the formed chains. It is observed that while short explorer timeout leads
to the fast formation of many chains, a long explorer timeout results in the slow formation of fewer chains.
Nouyan [53] extended this work with more detailed conﬁgurations in his thesis. The author also used
same behaviors for the problem of establishing a path towards a goal location from the nest.

7.4.

Self-assembly

Self-assembly can be deﬁned as creating more complex structures from large numbers of relatively simple
units only with local interactions. In swarm-robotics, the relatively simple structures denotes the robots and
the complex structures can be any global pattern or behavior obtained by the robots.
Grob et al., [25] deﬁned the self-assembly problem as controlling the robots in fully autonomous manner
in such a way that they locate, approach and connect with an object that acts as a seed or connect to other
robots already connected to the seed. The seed and the robots connected to the seed are discriminated based
on the color of the ring around them.

7.5.

Coordinated Movement

Coordinated movement problem requires to keep a global pattern between robots while they are moving. It
is a well studied behavior in biology, being observed in many diﬀerent animal species [9]. As an example,
the movement of ﬂocks of birds or schools of ﬁsh can be considered as coordinated movement. The aim in
the coordinated movement is keeping some global pattern while moving.
Hayes and Dormiani-Tabatabaei describe a leaderless distributed ﬂocking algorithm in [27]. They used
two behaviors to obtain ﬂocking behavior: collision avoidance and velocity matching ﬂock centering. Collision
avoidance is activated when an agent’s collision sensors detects an obstacle (it can be an environmental
obstacle or another agent), and it mediates a turn away from the obstacle. Flock centering is active whenever
the collision avoidance is not active. It generates a center of mass vector (CoM), CoM diﬀerence vector and
a mapping result from those vectors to wheel speed commands. Although normally CoM is enough to
implement ﬂock behavior, they tracked the change of the CoM vector (CoM diﬀerence vector) to obtain an
alignment term which may allow to get better performance.
Hayes and Dormiani-Tabatabaei used an oﬀ-line optimization method to optimize the unknown
parameters in the model. After optimization is performed, they validated their results on real robots. Since
the robot’s sensors for obtaining relative range and bearing data are not available at the time of publishing
this paper, they used an overhead camera to obtain this information.

7.6.

Hole Avoidance

In hole avoidance, the aim of the robots is to move over or escape from the holes bigger than them with help
of coordinated movement.
Trianni et al., [66], [65] tried to achieve hole-avoidance behavior with a swarm of robots. The robots
have to perform coordinated motion in an environment which has holes too large to be traversed. The robots
had to be connected with their turrets while sensing the environment. When a robot detects a hole using its
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ground sensors, it should move in the opposite direction of the hole. The force generated with this movement
is detected by the traction sensors of other robots. The challenge is to learn reacting to these forces in an
appropriate way so that hole-avoidance can be achieved independent from the robots’ relative positions and
position of the hole.
Trianni et.al used a genetic algorithm to obtain the controller of the robots. The controller was a
simple perceptron which connects sensory inputs to the motor outputs of the robot. The weights of the
perceptron are evolved using a ﬁtness function which has three components. While the ﬁrst component is
measuring performance in terms of coordinated movement, second one is measuring exploration of the arena
and the third one is using fast reaction to the detection of a hole. The evolved strategies are also tested on
more diﬃcult environments by varying the size and the shape of the robot swarms. It is observed that the
strategies are successful and scalable.

7.7.

Foraging

Foraging is one of the mostly used test applications in multi-robot systems. The aim of robots in a foraging
task is to ﬁnd the preys and bring them to the nest. This task is also known as prey retrieval task.
Steels [60] presented a distributed, self-organization based solution to multi-robot object aggregation
problem. He described the solution in a clear way, starting from the possible logic based approach and its
possible problems up to step-by-step construction of the self-organization based solution.
The solution was deﬁned in terms of behaviors connected to each other with subsumption architecture.
The solution is deﬁned incrementally and each step introduced some performance improvement to the
previous step. First random-movement, object-handling and obstacle-avoidance behaviors are introduced.
Although these behaviors are suﬃcient to get a result in ﬁnite number of steps, it may take lots of time. In
the second step, a gradient ﬁeld is added around the home ﬁeld so that the robots would be easily return
the objects they picked up. Although this is an improvement to the ﬁrst step, it is possible to improve
the performance more by allowing communication between the robots. For this aim, a mechanism similar
to the one used by ants is applied to the problem: crumb handling behavior. In this behavior, the robots
drops 2 crumbs if they carry a sample. In addition to this, if the robots do not carry an object and crumbs
are detected, the robots pick up one crumb. With this mechanism, a positive and a negative feedback
mechanism is being added to the system and the communication between the robots are being handled using
the environment itself without a need to have complex mechanisms to handle communication. The results
are tested in simulation and compared.
Tangamchit et al., [62] used Monte Carlo learning method to solve foraging problem. They modiﬁed
the foraging problem deﬁnition a little bit to allow cooperation between the robots. They deﬁned a Home
region where the collected pucks will be dropped at the center of it. Depositing a puck in the home region
is made time consuming for the ﬁrst robot but made it is easy for the second robot. The ﬁrst robot can also
navigate around whole environment while the second robot is restricted to move only in the home region.
Therefore the best way to get best reward from the environment for both of the robots is designed to be the
way in which the ﬁrst robot ﬁnds pucks and transfers it to the second robot in the home region so that the
second one can easily transfer it to the center of the home region. The details about the learning algorithm
they used and their results are discussed in “Learning Axis” section previously.
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7.8.

Self-Deployment

The aim of robots in the self-deployment problem is to deploy themselves to the environment by covering
the environment as much as possible. Since the robots are distributed to an unknown environment randomly
and they have limited perception, the problem is non-trivial.
It is also worth to mention that solving the self-deployment problem implicitly solves the map building
problem since the above requirement allows to obtain the map of the environment in a distributed way.
Howard et al., [30] described a distributed self-deployment algorithm which aims to maximize the area
covered while simultaneously ensuring that each node can be seen by at least one other node. The developed
algorithm is estimated to have a polynomial computation time complexity of order n2 in the number of
deployed nodes.
The noticeable feature of this work is that no global information or communication is used to develop
the environment map. The algorithm is divided into four phases: initialization, selection, assignment and
execution. The downside of the algorithm is that the selection and the assignment phases are computationally
complex. This requires a live connection to a base station which is powerful enough to specify new target
positions to deploy nodes (selection phase) and assign the most appropriate node to the target positions
(assignment).
Four diﬀerent selection policies are tested using sequential execution scheme. Since parallel execution
of the nodes may fail because of the interferences, this scheme is left as a future work. The selection policies
are tested based on two metrics: total coverage of the area by the nodes and total deployment time. The
best policies are found to be between 70% and 85% of the value obtained for a greedy algorithm which has
the map of the algorithm.
Howard et al., [31] also applied a distributed version of potential ﬁelds method [38], [1] to sensor
network deployment problem. The nodes are treated as virtual particles subject to virtual forces. The
virtual particles repels from each other and from obstacles. A virtual friction force is also added to the
system to be able to reach static equilibrium since only dissipative systems whose total energy decreases can
reach to static equilibrium. The performance of the method is analyzed with two metrics: total coverage of
the area by the nodes and total deployment time.
The similarity of this approach to virtual physics method [59] is worth to notice since both of the
approaches models the interactions in the environment as virtual forces.

8.

Related Fields

There are some ﬁelds which may give the swarm robotics researchers some new insights. Of course, every
scientiﬁc area is related to another one since the main aim of science can be seen as to better understand
the whole phenomenon around us. But in the following section, we tried to present some of the ﬁelds which
we think more related to swarm-robotics. Our presentation is of course limited, but our aim is to show the
relation and some directions for the swarm-robotics researchers interested with those ﬁelds.

8.1.

Distributed Artiﬁcial Intelligence

One of the main diﬀerences between the swarm-robotics and distributed artiﬁcial intelligence (DAI) is that
DAI also supports deliberative or hybrid controllers for the robots rather than reactive ones. Swarm-robotics
strictly discards deliberative and hybrid controllers because of its bias on simplicity. [15].
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In spite of this diﬀerence, because of the remaining common features, DAI can be valuable for swarm
robotics by giving some new ideas or formulations.

8.2.

Self Organization

Many natural phenomenas around us can be considered to be complex systems. A complex system is a
system whose properties are not fully explained by an understanding of its components. Complex systems
have large number of interacting components which makes the analysis of these systems harder. The global
behavior of these systems are said to be emerged from the interactions of their components.
Emergence 4 is a key property in complex systems which means the behavior of the complex system
cannot be understood by examining only the components of the system. Although the components of the
complex system can be simple, the resultant system may be complex because of the interactions of the
system components.
Although lots of eﬀorts spent for understanding how emergence occurs, there is no satisfactory
theory explaining what characterizes emergence or what are the conditions for its existence. A promising
approach for understanding the emergence of complex systems is self-organization [9]. Because of some key
characteristics of self-organized systems (e.g., ﬂexibility, scalability and robustness) self-organization became
one of the main inspiration sources of swarm robotics idea.
Several self-organized models are developed for describing complex behaviors in physics, chemistry,
biology and sociology. Unfortunately, to our best knowledge, reviews and books are only available on selforganization in biological systems [9] [17]. For other ﬁelds, the researchers need to locate the models one by
one.
Since swarm robotics gets its inspiration mainly from self-organization, many of the studies in swarm
robotics has some kind of inspiration from self-organized natural systems. The remaining part of this section
will summarize those aspects of the mentioned studies.
Brooks [7] pointed some features of self-organized systems when he was deﬁning the principles of
behavior-based robotics. He claimed that complex behavior need not necessarily be a product of an extremely
complex control system. Rather complex behavior may simply be the reﬂection of a complex environment. (It
may be an observer who ascribe complexity to an organism.) Self-organized systems extends this assumption
by pointing out that the complexity can be the result of interactions of simple entities in the environment.
Brooks also pointed out that the control rules of the robots should be simple and robust.
Colorni et al., [11] take their inspiration from ant colonies for developing ant colony optimization
method. The authors observe that some animals (e.g. bacterias, ants, caterpillars) exhibits complex collective
behaviors even if they have poor individual capabilities. The authors mainly develop models for describing
the behaviors of ant colonies. By assuming each ant as an individual processor and deﬁning the problem as
the habitat of the ants, the developed models are used to solve several optimization problems.
As described in the next section and the modeling section, cellular automata (CA) is a way of modeling
complex systems including the self-organized ones [17], [12]. Shen et al., [56], [57] used CA modeling to model
swarm behaviors. Their model gets its inspiration from self-organized formation of feathers. In chickens, the
feathers are developed from homogeneous skin cells by ﬁrst aggregating to form approximately same sized
feather buds. Then these buds grow into diﬀerent types of feathers depending on the region of the skin. The
researchers ﬁnd that the process of forming feather buds can be described with a self-organized model which
mainly characterized by hormone diﬀusions between the homogeneous skin cells. They found that the size
4 Synergy

is used in some contexts instead of emergence.
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of the feather buds remains approximately the same regardless of diﬀerent population densities, but the size
of the feather buds mainly depends on the proﬁles of the activator and inhibitor hormones secreted from the
skin cells.
Shen et al., developed a model with pre-speciﬁed hormone models using these observations. They
ﬁrst validated their model with simulations in [56]. In [57], they extended these studies by solving diﬀerent
robotics problems. The details of their studies are discussed in section 8.3 in more detail.
Jeanson et al., [36] and Garnier et al., [22] develop a self-organized model of aggregation behavior of
cockroaches in a bounded circular arena. They ﬁrst performed experiments with real cockroaches to be able
to obtain the values of parameters in their probabilistic model. Some example parameters approximated
with this method are mean speed of the cockroaches and the probability of stopping in an aggregate.
The approach was similar to the microscopic modeling described in “Modeling Axis” section. At the
end of this parameter estimation process, the authors tested the validity of their models by comparing the
results of their model with the results of real experiments.
Labella et al., [41], [39], [40] tried to improve the performance of the foraging task with the help of
task allocation. The authors inspired from a previously developed self-organized model of task allocation by
Deneubourg and his colleagues. The model consists of updating the probability of leaving the nest depending
on the previous success or failure of the agents. Labella et al., improved previous results of Deneubourg’s
numerical model by validating it using real robots.
Nouyan and Dorigo [52], [53] inspired from the pheromone based communication of ants. Instead
of developing a separate mechanism for simulating pheromone based communication, they used the robots
as trail markers, in place of pheromone trails. They implemented a chain formation behavior to be able
to connect the home of the robots to a prey. The robots were able to connect each other or explore the
area using a timeout mechanism. The direction of the chain (the direction from home to prey) could be
detected by the robots using color of the leds around the robots. There were three possible colors for the
leds: red, green and blue. The robots connecting to the nest or a red chain member activates the color blue,
the robots connecting to a blue chain member activates the color green and the ones connecting to a green
robot activates the color red. With the help of this coloring scheme a robot observing just two of the chain
members can easily determine the direction of the chain.
Payton et al., [54], [55] developed a more realistic model of the pheromone based communication of
ants with the help of eight radially-oriented, directional infrared receivers and transmitters attached at the
top of the robots. The pheromones are assumed to be transfered between the robots as 10-bit messages
via infrared receivers and transmitters. Each robot retransmit a message it gets to the opposite direction
by decrementing the hop count and intensity of that pheromone message. The method is mainly used to
generate the map of an unknown area by a swarm of robots.

8.3.

Cellular Automata

Cellular automata (CA) is among the simplest mathematical models of complex systems [34]. CA was
initiated by J. Von Neumann in 1951 [51]. His aim was to model the biological evolution of organization.
He designed a relatively complex dynamics to achieve self-reproduction on a two dimensional lattice. Until
the publication of John Conway’s well known Life game (or ‘Game of Life‘) by Gardner [21], the scientists
did not give much attention to the subject. The Life game changed this situation because of its ability to
obtain complex dynamics even though having simple local rules. Later, the scientists from several diﬀerent
research ﬁelds (e.g. physics, chemistry, biology and sociology) started to use CA as a modeling tool for the
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phenomenas in their research area.
Ilachinski [34] speciﬁed ﬁve generic characteristics for CA models: discrete lattice of cells, homogeneity,
discrete states, local interactions and discrete dynamics. The CA models contain discrete lattice of cells in
one or more dimensions where each cell in the lattice has ﬁnite number of possible states. Each cell interacts
only with the cells that are in its local neighborhood and the system dynamics is characterized by the local
rules executed locally on the cells in discrete time steps.
When the above characteristics are observed, it is obvious that all these characteristics except the
ﬁrst one is shared by self-organized systems. So we can consider CA models as the mathematical modeling
eﬀort of self-organized systems. Discretization may allow us to simplify the analysis. Since discretization
is highly accepted in robotics studies like discretizing time, sensor and actuator values, this is a preferable
characteristics for swarm robotics. The only problem is implementing this in real robotics experiments. As
we will see shortly in this section, Shen et al., [57] already solved this problem using a short range wireless
communication mechanism.
Ilachinski [34] also discussed some extensions of the CA models characterized by the above characteristics. These are asynchronous CA which allows asynchronous updates by the lattice cells, coupled-map
lattices in which the cell values can have arbitrary real values instead of a few discrete values, probabilistic
CA which can have probabilistic state transitions instead of deterministic ones, non-homogeneous CA in
which diﬀerent cells can have diﬀerent state transition rules, mobile CA in which some sites or cells are free
to move on the lattice and structurally dynamic CA in which the lattice also inﬂuence the dynamics of the
model by changing the parameters of the model (e.g. the connection between the sites).
Since swarm robotics studies cannot escape from its undeterministic nature because of the noise in
the sensors/actuators and the interaction between the robots, it is obvious that CA based swarm robotics
models should have characteristics of both mobile CA and probabilistic CA models.
Because of its underlying simplicity, CA is one of the preferred ways for developing analytical models
of phenomenas (e.g. pattern formation) in natural sciences. Ilachinski [34] presents mathematical description
of general CA models, examples of purely analytical tools useful for describing CA with relation to dynamical
systems theory. Gutowitz [26] also presented some pioneering studies for mathematical analysis of CA inside
a section in his book.
To the best of our knowledge, the only work connecting CA with swarm robotics is presented by
Shen et al., [56], [57]. Shen et al., [56] presented a computational model for self-organization. The model
called Digital Hormone Model (DHM) is a combination of stochastic cellular automata models and reactiondiﬀusion models. DHM is deﬁned on a grid based world where living cells occupy one cell at a time and have
only two actions: secretion and migration. Secretion produces activator and inhibitor hormones based on
Gaussian distributions on every time step. Migration is done to a neighbor cell stochastically based on the
hormone distribution on the neighbor cells. This probability is proportional to the concentration of activator
hormone and inversely proportional to the concentration of inhibitor hormone.
The authors manage to show that the DHM enables the cells to form patterns which matches
the observations made in the biological experiments of feather bud formation among uniform skin cells.
Furthermore, they obtain diﬀerent shaped patterns by changing the hormone diﬀusion proﬁles of the living
cells.
Shen et al., [57] also successfully showed their method may also work on real robots with the help
of a short range wireless communication (either RF or Infrared) as the implementation of the diﬀusion and
reaction of hormones. They implemented DHM solutions for attacking target, area coveraging, self-repairing
and barrier avoiding problems. The solutions are tested in simulation.
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The modeling eﬀorts using CA in biological modeling can be found in Ermentrout and EdelsteinKeshet’s review [17]. Deutsch and Dormann also wrote a book about CA modeling of biological pattern
formation [12]. For the usage of CA in other domains, the review prepared by Ganguly et al., [20] can be a
nice starting point. The books written by Ilachinski [34] and Gutowits [26] can be used as starting points
for CA research.

9.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a preliminary taxonomy for swarm robotics and classiﬁed existing studies
into this taxonomy. Before developing our own taxonomy, we investigated the existing surveys related to
swarm robotics literature.
After investigating related literature surveys, we selected the main and sub dimensions of our taxonomy
mainly based on the publications we identiﬁed inside swarm robotics ﬁeld. The main dimensions were
modeling, behavior design, communication, analytical studies and problems. In this list; problems can be
considered as auxiliary dimensions because it was not critical/relevant as much as other dimensions for/with
the performance of swarm systems. The problems were presented as supplementary views to the previous
works and for their pedagogical value.
In contrast to problems dimension; modeling, behavior design, communication and analytical studies
were the core dimensions since they are important factors while designing a swarm system and diﬀerent
selections of these factors can eﬀect performance considerably.
As described in the paper, modeling is a necessity in the current state of robotic technology and each
modeling method has its own assumptions which shows a diﬀerent deviation path from reality. Behavior
design is another important factor while designing a swarm system since the swarms with adaptation
capabilities may perform much better in their environments.
Communication was another core dimension for swarm robotics because communication is one of
the core elements that makes a multi robot system preferable to single robot systems. With the help of
communication, a group of robots can accomplish their tasks better than single robots or they can accomplish
the missions which cannot be performed by single robots.
Although analytical studies dimension can be considered either as a core or auxiliary dimension, we
selected to consider it as a core dimension here. What we call analytical study and the value of these studies
are described in the corresponding section.
Although we know that this is not a complete review, we believe this is a nice step towards more
complete swarm robotics literature surveys.
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